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Introduction 

There has been lots of hype around the increasing role that machine learning, and artificial 

intelligence more broadly, will play in how we automate the management of IT systems. Whether 

it's labelled as Intelligent Infrastructure, AIOps, “self-driving IT”, or even private cloud, the aim is 

the same: to embed machine learning (ML), workflow automation and infrastructure-as-code 

capabilities into systems, enabling them to automatically make changes in real-time to predict 

and adjust for future requirements – without human intervention. The claim is that this can both 

remove much of the manual drudgery associated with routine IT administration, and dramatically 

speed up the process, with the ultimate goal being continuous, automated, self-optimization.  

Major concerns remain, however. Are the latest AI/ML-powered intelligent automation solutions 

trustworthy and ready for mainstream deployment, especially in areas under heavy resource, cost 

and SLA pressures, such as storage management? And more important, are we ready to trust in 

full hands-off automation when it comes to core business services, or is the hands-on involvement 

of admin staff still required?  

To help answer these questions and understand the attitudes and perceptions of IT professionals 

towards automated IT, and in particular automated storage management, we conducted an 

online survey to which 171 people responded, from organizations large and small.  

What does Intelligent Infrastructure mean? 

For any conversation to be meaningful, it is essential that the context be clear, especially in an 

area such as this, where marketing forces have been working overtime. So we started by looking 

at what survey respondents understand by the term “Intelligent Infrastructure ” in the context of 

storage and its management (Figure 1).   

 

 

Figure 1 
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Clearly, some are looking for hands-off AI to take care of everything, while others just want AI to 

provide assistance, leaving the administrator in control. However, it is important to note the 

prevailing view is a blend of the two. This makes sense as it enables routine work to be handled 

by AI, while IT focuses on tasks where human experience and judgement remain important.  

What the replies also show is that language can sometimes get in the way of useful ideas and 

developments being accepted by the IT pro community. For example, over a third of those in our 

study responded with a virtual rolling of the eyes when faced with the term ‘Intelligent 

Infrastructure’, which can easily come across as ambiguous marketing-speak. 

Fortunately, as we moved on in the survey we addressed those perception and uncertainty issues 

by defining Intelligent Infrastructure more accurately.  The definition given in the survey was as 

follows: “Systems that blend the admin-driven and ML-driven approaches to automation so you 

can choose the level of control you want/need in any given situation.“  

The good news is that nearly everyone felt comfortable continuing with the survey and answering 

subsequent questions on Intelligent Infrastructure based on this definition. We believe this 

indicates a general acceptance of the concept, at least in principle.  

Could Intelligent Infrastructure help with storage? 

Given that storage management is an area under particular pressure, do IT pros see potential for 

Intelligent Infrastructure here, and if so, how and where? The answer is that substantial numbers 

still require convincing, but for those who do see opportunity, it is a very broad one (Figure 2). 

 

 

 

Figure 2  

 

Key areas where Intelligent Storage Infrastructure has already established some mindshare are 
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In all other areas questioned by the survey, the potential positive impact of using Intelligent 

Infrastructure is less widely recognized. But, just as important, a sizeable minority, hovering 

around the one in ten mark, say they are unsure about Intelligent Infrastructure having a positive 

impact in any area of storage management. Vendors and analysts and the media clearly have work 

to do to help separate hype from reality. 

So where, if anywhere, is Intelligent Infrastructure already being deployed in storage 

environments? 

Current usage of Intelligent Storage Infrastructure 

As might be inferred from the results shown above, the use of Intelligent Infrastructure in storage 

is still at a very early stage, something confirmed in Figure 3. The use of AI and ML is still mostly 

confined to early adopters, even in relatively well-established areas of automation such as virtual 

machine (VM) migration, data tiering for performance, storage provisioning and data protection.  

 

 

Figure 3  

 

Adoption is slightly lower when we look at bringing intelligent systems to bear on tasks such as 

more generic workload movement and storage fault remediation, even though these have long 

been on the ‘if only it were possible’ wish-lists of storage admins. Equally low is the use of 

intelligent systems to optimize costs or allow non-specialists to self-provision storage. 

It seems evident that for the take up of Intelligent Storage Infrastructure to expand, confidence 

in its usage needs to grow dramatically, or the perceived potential of such systems will need to 

change markedly.   
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Attitudes to AI and Intelligent Infrastructure 

So what are the prevailing attitudes towards AI in terms of its role in Intelligent Infrastructure  

solutions in general? Figure 4 indicates that different IT job roles fall into three major groupings 

which we will term Optimists, Pragmatists and Pessimists. There are also considerable numbers 

of respondents who honestly admit they have no idea how they felt about AI in Infrastructure. Of 

course, optimists, pragmatists and pessimists can be found in every area of IT and business, but 

there are some distinct differences in the proportions of each group in the various job roles. 

 

 
 

Figure 4  

 

For example, for every job role bar one, more than 50% of respondents described them as either 

extremely keen or “don’t care as long as the Intelligent Infrastructure works”, i.e. they are 
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professionals, is very firmly embedded. But in this instance a lot more education on the viability 

of ML in Intelligent Storage may once again be needed from vendors, analysts and the media.  

Could time savings allow more focus elsewhere? 

Two big selling points for the use of ML to automate routine tasks are that such solutions can save 

significant amounts of time for IT staff, and reduce the potential for the kind of manual errors 

that can cause service interruptions or create security flaws. The survey asked respondents how 

they thought any time saved by using Intelligent Infrastructure  might be exploited (Figure 5). 

 

 

Figure 5 
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Lastly, we note that almost a quarter of survey respondents expect no time to be saved at all. It 

is again clear that many IT professionals continue to question the reality of Intelligent 

Infrastructure , and are uncertain that its capabilities are firmly established.   

The potential value of Intelligent Infrastructure  

How do our respondents see the use of Intelligent Infrastructure impacting IT and the broader 

business and, more importantly, is it expected to bring value? To understand this, we asked 

explicitly if such systems could help create significant business value, reduce IT costs significantly, 

stimulate incremental IT investment or provide no benefit at all to a range of different scenarios.  

Organizational Value 

We asked if Intelligent Infrastructure could enable faster response to requirements, improve 

support of applications or free IT to support business value creation (Figure 6a).   

 

 
 

Figure 6a 
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Optimization of IT resources and DevOps 

A very similar state of affairs exists when looking at whether Intelligent Infrastructure  will bring 

benefits to optimizing IT resources and DevOps (Figure 6b). 

 

 
 

Figure 6b 
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Figure 6c 
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AIOps in general 

So what do survey respondents think about Intelligent Infrastructure in and of itself, and is IT 

ready to adopt such systems as part of a general move to automate IT operations using AI and 

ML, often referred to as AIOps? This is perhaps the most distinct set of responses and, from the 

point of view of IT vendors offering such solutions, perhaps the most troubling (Figure 6d). 

 

 
 

Figure 6d 
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Budget 

It is unlikely to surprise any reader that the top blocker is the age-old lack of investment budget. 
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People, skills, fear and policy 

The final set of inhibitors all have people at their core. As in any new area, the perception that 

inadequate skills and experience could hold things back is nothing new, and neither is the fear of 

job losses. Both are significant hurdles that vendors need to address.  

It is important too to be reminded that such fears are a fact of life within the IT professional 

community and in the broader business as a whole. It is therefore essential for vendors to stress 

the opportunities that can flow from the adoption of Intelligent Infrastructure , in terms of 

allowing IT to focus more on improving the business and supporting new initiatives, rather than 

just looking at automation in isolation.  

In summary 

There is little doubt that the use of AI and what we have described here as Intelligent 

Infrastructure will expand, both in storage and the wider area of IT systems. The questions are, 

when will IT professionals be confident that it can be trusted, and when will IT vendors get mature 

solutions broadly into the markets?  

The results of the survey confirm that we are very early in the lifecycle of intelligent systems, but 

even so, the maturity of solutions is accelerating. What’s needed next will be clearer, fuller, and 

of course more trustworthy, explanations of how such systems can be used and the benefits they 

could bring. It is clear the results show that there are knowledge gaps, partly due to the fact that 

some vendor hype can make it difficult to discern which products can actually deliver benefits 

now.  

The good news is that given the number of optimists and pragmatists the survey shows exist, it is  

very probable that when these conditions are met there will be considerable pent-up demand for 

such systems.  While automation today can be “bolted” onto almost any IT solution, the real value 

of Intelligent systems comes with the use of feedback from real-time analytics to make granular, 

near real-time actions executed by the infrastructure itself.  
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About Freeform Dynamics 

Freeform Dynamics is an IT industry analyst firm. Through our research and insights, we help busy 

IT and business professionals get up to speed on the latest technology developments and make 

better-informed investment decisions. 

For more information, and access to our library of free research, please visit 

www.freeformdynamics.com or follow us on Twitter @FreeformCentral. 

About Tintri 

Based in Silicon Valley, Tintri is a wholly owned subsidiary of DataDirect Networks (DDN), the 

data-at-scale powerhouse and world’s largest privately held storage company. Tintri delivers 

unique outcomes in Enterprise data centers. Tintri’s AI-enabled Intelligent Infrastructure learns 

your environment to drive automation. Analytical insights help you simplify and accelerate your 

operations and empower data-driven business insights. Thousands of Tintri customers have saved 

millions of management hours using Tintri. Choose differently, the choice is yours. Where will you 

invest your resources to increase the scale and value of your business?  

Learn more about the Tintri portfolio of solutions at www.tintri.com 
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